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        A                               F#m
Go with love upon your journey, go with wonder in your heart,
        A                                       F#m
May the light be there to guide you through the terrors of the dark,
         Bm                                     F#m
You have always been a good friend, but I won t know when you
                    Bm                E                F#m
Have arrived, and I wish that I could see you one more time;

          A                                F#m
There s a rainbow on the water, there s an eagle in the sky,
        A                                 F#m
Can you hear me up where you are, can you see me when I cry?
         Bm                               F#m
You have left so much behind you, all the love you have given life,
      Bm                E                 A
And I wish that I could hold you one more time;

             C#m           B            C#m      B        A
And they are always here beside us in a parallel point of view,
    G#m                              B
And still they call, the ones who ve gone before,
         G              D                E
Will you take me by the hand when I come through?

[instrumental]
A F#m A F#m

         Bm                               F#m
You have left so much behind you, all the love you have given life,
      Bm                E                 A
And I wish that I could hold you one more time;

             C#m           B             C#m      B        A
Yes they are always here beside us, in a parallel point of view,
  G#m                             B
I hear them call, the ones who ve gone before,
         G               D                 E
Will you bring me to the light when I come through?

        A                               F#m
Go with love upon your journey, go with wonder in your heart,
          A                              F#m
May there be someone beside you, who can hold you in the dark,
         Bm                           F#m
When you get down to the river, don t pay him till the other side,
      Bm                E                F#m         Bm



And I wish that I could see you one more time, how I wish that I
      E                A
Could see you one more time.
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        A
Go with love upon your journey.


